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The Break-in
Terrorism and fear ruled the nation, and soon a virus would kill 40% of those
infected. While most tried to rebuild their lives, a small number began to develop
special abilities. The age of the super hero was upon them. The dream died
quickly, as the heroes that protected them took the next step to warlords, forcing
the government to hunt down and remove the threats. Gabriel was breaking
curfew the night of his break. Now he finds himself teamed up with an Aesir
resistance group, fighting to keep themselves out of the clutches of the NGC. But
Agent Williams, with the help of his SI9 team and the combat armor they call the
Maiden, is determined to find Gabriel and remove him before he becomes the
threat they have been warned about.

Sounding the Break
This book documents the development of psychiatry in Singapore since its humble
beginnings in the British colonial period. It should be of interest to health
professionals, medical students, historians interested in the development of
medicine and psychiatry and even members of the public with some basic
understanding of psychiatry and psychology. Relatives and caregivers of
psychiatric patients would also find the information furnished in this book
enlightening.

To the Break of Dawn
FROM THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF RED WATER What if the forbidden could heal
you? “Achingly real, with characters that come off the page and crawl around in
your head long after you’ve finished.” - Meghan O’Flynn, bestselling author of the
Ash Park series “Beautiful writing and believable, multidimensional characters. I
devoured this book in one sitting.” - Jill Smokler, New York Times bestselling author
of Scary Mommy When Hazel Duval moves with her husband Oren to the oceanside
town of Conch Garden and secures her dream job playing violin with the local
orchestra, she thinks she may have finally left her traumatic past behind her. She
even makes a new friend—a friend who turns out to be a little more than she
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bargained for. Beautiful, brilliant, and wild, Claire makes love to the sand with her
toes, focuses intensely without wrinkling her forehead, and makes a cello sing like
nothing Hazel has ever heard. She also listens to Hazel’s most painful secrets
without judgment or expectation. It isn’t long before Hazel finds herself thinking
about Claire in ways she has never thought of another woman. Fantasizing.
Wanting. Longing. But Hazel is married, and so is Claire. Indulging in this fantasy is
not an option. Hazel must bury her lust despite her ever-growing infatuation with
Claire and the mountain of shame that comes along with it. Still, there is no
denying that her feelings for Claire have awakened something primal in her—for
the first time in her life, Hazel feels alive. And now the two women are flying off to
Italy to perform at a music festival, where they’ll be sharing an apartment. Alone.
As their friendship deepens, Hazel learns from Claire that there is more than one
type of love and that salvation comes in many forms. But is Hazel’s relationship
with Claire really saving her, or is it only leading to the inevitable destruction of the
life she’s worked so hard to build? A haunting story of unexpected love in the
aftermath of a brutal trauma, Beyond the Break will take you on a journey that will
leave you questioning everything you thought you knew about friendship,
sexuality, and love. If you enjoyed Carol by Patricia Highsmith or The Gravity
Between Us by Kristen Zimmer, you’ll love Beyond the Break. More praise for
Beyond the Break: “A mature book with depth and complexity.” - Andra Watkins,
New York Times bestselling author of Not Without My Father “This book absolutely
crushed me. It will change everything you thought you knew about love, sexual
attraction, and chemistry.” - Melissa Mowry, One Mother to Another **Look for
Objects in Motion, the sequel to Beyond the Break, in early 2018

The Break of Noon
The only thing more intense than teen love is a break-up with the uncertainty of a
make-up. This exciting new series serves up two tales of love that will shake-up
your assumptions of relationships. So buckle up, it's time to get real, learn to deal,
and move on with this first volume of The Break-Up Diaries. Hot Boyz Ni-Ni Simone
Chance Kennedy always gets what she wants, even if she has to bend the truth to
do it. She's set her sights on extremely fine and college-bound Ahmad King, and
she will do anything to become his girl. There's only one problem: she didn't count
on love entering the picture. Now she's scrabbling to make things right before the
tiny white lie she's told to lock down her guy blows up in everyone's face. Now, the
girl with everything may lose it all. . . The Boy Trap Kelli London Pretty, popular,
and with mad potential, Gabrielle Newton is, hands down, the girl to know. But
Gabrielle only has time for Tyler Scott, Lakeview High's hottest new athlete. He's
the golden ticket to her dream: becoming an NBA star's pampered wife. But when
Gabrielle plays Tyler one time too many, suddenly more than their relationship is
on the line . . .

Beyond the Break
Dino is a placid, unambitious man. Living in a small provincial town, he and his wife
spend their time planning journeys to faraway places - journeys they never take.
Dino's only passion is billiards, and he spends his evenings in the local billiards hall
honing his technique. One day, however, Dino's quiet life is interrupted - his wife
falls pregnant. This the first in a series of events that shake him from his slumber
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and force Dino to test himself for the first time. As in his widely praised Fists, Pietro
Grossi's stripped-down prose brings out the epic human drama in a tale of
everyday life.

In the Break
The Break Up
In this 25th anniversary edition, Tom Nairn reviews the arguments of his classic
study and expands his thesis into the new millennium. As Tony Blair sends off his
ships and troops to assist America's assault on the Middle East, it is surely unlikely
that the UK will survive in anything like its historical form. This edition includes a
new 20-page introduction.

The Break-Up Book
These Are The Breaks is the debut essay collection of NEA award-winning
playwright, HBO Def Poet, and critically acclaimed “indie” rapper, Idris Goodwin.
Diverse in scope and wickedly satirical, Goodwin’s poetic essays sample race,
class, and culture, transcending the page with hip-hop musicality. A rhythmic blend
of biting wit and break-beat poetry, Goodwin’s prose pulses with purpose.
Remixing broken dreams and distorted legacies, Goodwin cross-fades past and
present, personal and political: Motown’s last vinyl factory juxtaposes against
Bronx rap legends battling in open-air arenas; Chicago’s Public School system
contrasts against Santa Fe’s tourism industry; an Egyptian child drowns in the
Dead Sea as Nat Turner sprints across Death Valley. These Are The Breaks is the
literary mixtape of our cacophonous times. These Are The Breaks creates a new
literature entirely fresh, authentic and important. Essays from one of hip-hop’s
deftest public intellectuals contributing to the fields of prose, creative memoir, race
theory, and music history. -Kevin Coval, “Slingshots (A Hip-Hop Poetica) Street
smart, culturally sophisticated, ironic, and iconoclastic Idris Goodwin is one of the
most talented and multifaceted young artists working today. His work, like the best
art practices, helps us to see what we thought was obvious in a new and different
way. -Calvin Forbes, “The Shine Poems,” (A) refreshing powerful and down-to-earth
voice. -National Public Radio

Beyond the Break
For fans of Sarah Dessen and Jenny Han, Beyond the Break is a funny and
gorgeous debut about a girl experiencing her first love. Well, second, if you count
her faith and that's where things may get complicated. Manhattan Beach native
Lovette has two rules in life. One: no surfing. Not after her brother's accident. Two:
absolutely, no dating. And going into her junior year of high school, she's pretty
happy with that arrangement. She has friends, her church youth group, and God to
fall back on when things get dicey. But after Jake Evans walks into her life,
following these two simple rules gets a lot more complicated. Jake is the boy from
Lovette's childhood who grew up. Handsome and sweet, he unlocks the part of
Lovette that wants nothing more than to surf the waves again. And as their
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relationship grows, she begins to question what it means to be faithful: to her
family, to God, but mostly, to herself. Told with humor and heart, Heather Buchta
delivers a sparkling debut that asks the question: Can you fall in love, be a
teenager, and also be a good Christian?

The Break of Dawn
In his controversial essay on white jazz musician Burton Greene, Amiri Baraka
asserted that jazz was exclusively an African American art form and explicitly fused
the idea of a black aesthetic with radical political traditions of the African diaspora.
In the Break is an extended riff on "The Burton Greene Affair, " exploring the
tangled relationship between black avant-grade in music and literature in the
1950s and 1960s, the emergence of a distinct form of black cultural nationalism,
and the complex engagement with and disavowal of homoeroticism that bridges
the two. Fred Moten focuses in particular on the brilliant improvisatory jazz of John
Coltrane, Ornette Coleman, Albert Ayler, Eric Dolphy, Charles Mingus, and others,
arguing that all black performance--culture, politics, sexuality, identity, and
blackness itself--is improvisation. For Moten, improvisation provides a unique
epistemological standpoint from which to investigate the provocative connections
between black aesthetics and Western philosophy. He engages in a strenuous
critical analysis of Western philosophy (Heidegger, Kant, Husserl, Wittgenstein, and
Derrida) through the prism of radical black thought and culture. As the critical,
lyrical, and disruptive performance of the human, Moten's concept of blackness
also brings such figures as Frederick Douglass and Karl Marx, Cecil Taylor and
Samuel R. Delany, Billie Holiday and William Shakespeare into conversation with
each other. Stylistically brilliant and challenging, much like the music he writes
about, Moten's wide-ranging discussion embraces a variety of
disciplines--semiotics, deconstruction, genre theory, social history, and
psychoanalysis--to understand thepoliticized sexuality, particularly homoeroticism,
underpinning black radicalism. In the Break is the inaugural volume in Moten's
ambitious intellectual project--to establish an aesthetic genealogy of the black
radical tradition.

Back, After the Break
The idea of "world literature" has served as a crucial though underappreciated
interlocutor for African diasporic writers, informing their involvement in processes
of circulation, translation, and revision that have been identified as the hallmarks
of the contemporary era of world literature. Yet in spite of their participation in
world systems before and after European hegemony, Africa and the African
diaspora have been excluded from the networks and archives of world literature. In
Sounding the Break, Jason Frydman attempts to redress this exclusion by drawing
on historiography, ethnography, and archival sources to show how writers such as
W. E. B. Du Bois, Zora Neale Hurston, Alejo Carpentier, Derek Walcott, Maryse
Condé, and Toni Morrison have complicated both Eurocentric and Afrocentric
categories of literary and cultural production. Through their engagement with and
revision of the European world literature discourse, he contends, these writers
conjure a deep history of "literary traffic" whose expressions are always already
cosmopolitan, embedded in the long histories of cultural and economic exchange
between Africa, Asia, and Europe. It is precisely the New World American location
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of these writers, Frydman concludes, that makes possible this revisionary
perspective on the idea of (Old) World literature.

The Break-Up Series
'Myself and Hugh We're taking a break.''A city-with-fancy-food sort of break?' If
only. Amy's husband Hugh says he isn't leaving her. He still loves her, he's just
taking a break - from their marriage, their children and, most of all, from their life
together. Six months to lose himself in south-east Asia. And there is nothing Amy
can say or do about it. Yes, it's a mid-life crisis, but let's be clear: a break isn't a
break up - yet However, for Amy it's enough to send her - along with her extended
family of gossips, misfits and troublemakers - teetering over the edge. For a lot can
happen in six-months. When Hugh returns if he returns, will he be the same man
she married? And will Amy be the same woman? Because if Hugh is on a break
from their marriage, then isn't she?

The Break-up of Britain
Avoid negative relationships. There are people in this life who will build you up and
those who will tear you down. Which type of person do you want to spend the rest
of your life with? Let me tell you the truth-if that person asking you out doesn't
treat you like a queen, they don't deserve to be your king, ever.Leave that
negative relationship. When things are falling apart and you don't know what to do,
don't be afraid to leave. Don't shut up that voice in the back of your head. Don't let
somebody else make you live life the way they think you should. Nobody else can
walk the path to your sunshine but you. And sometimes, you have to walk that
path alone.In a negative relationship? It's possible to recover. It's not too late. It's
not too late for that relationship. It's not too late for love. Love can still be
everything you imagined it can be. But recovery takes both of you-both of you all
in all the time.

Making the Break
The Break-Up Artist
The Break
This volume, in honour of Peter L. Forey, is about fishes as palaeobiogeographic
indicators in the Mesozoic and Cenozoic. The last 250 million years in the history of
Earth have witnessed the break-up of Pangaea, affecting the biogeography of
organisms. Fishes occupy almost all freshwater and marine environments, making
them a good tool to assess palaeogeographic models. The volume begins with
studies of Triassic chondrichthyans and lungfishes, with reflections on Triassic
palaeogeography. Phylogeny and distribution of Late Jurassic neoselachians and
basal teleosts are broached, and are followed by five papers about the Cretaceous,
dealing with SE Asian sharks, South American ray-finned fishes and coelacanths,
European characiforms, and global fish palaeogeography. Then six papers cover
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Tertiary subjects, such as bony tongues, eels, cypriniforms and coelacanths. There
is generally a good fit between fish phylogenies and the evolution of the
palaeogeographical pattern, although a few discrepancies question details of
current palaeogeographic models and/or some aspects of fish phylogeny.

JOIN US AFTER THE BREAK
2007 Arts Club of Washington’s National Award for Arts Writing - Finalist SEE ALSO:
Pimps Up, Ho’s Down: Hip Hop’s Hold on Young Black Women by T. Denean
Sharpley-Whiting. With roots that stretch from West Africa through the black pulpit,
hip-hop emerged in the streets of the South Bronx in the 1970s and has spread to
the farthest corners of the earth. To the Break of Dawn uniquely examines this
freestyle verbal artistry on its own terms. A kid from Queens who spent his youth
at the epicenter of this new art form, music critic William Jelani Cobb takes readers
inside the beats, the lyrics, and the flow of hip-hop, separating mere corporate
rappers from the creative MCs that forged the art in the crucible of the street jam.
The four pillars of hip hop—break dancing, graffiti art, deejaying, and rapping—find
their origins in traditions as diverse as the Afro-Brazilian martial art Capoeira and
Caribbean immigrants’ turnstile artistry. Tracing hip-hop’s relationship to ancestral
forms of expression, Cobb explores the cultural and literary elements that are at its
core. From KRS-One and Notorious B.I.G. to Tupac Shakur and Lauryn Hill, he
profiles MCs who were pivotal to the rise of the genre, verbal artists whose lineage
runs back to the black preacher and the bluesman. Unlike books that focus on hiphop as a social movement or a commercial phenomenon, To the Break of Dawn
tracks the music's aesthetic, stylistic, and thematic evolution from its inception to
today's distinctly regional sub-divisions and styles. Written with an insider's ear,
the book illuminates hip-hop's innovations in a freestyle form that speaks to both
aficionados and newcomers to the art.

The Breaks of the Game
What do you do when The One turns out not to be The One after all? When your
dream home is snatched away from you, unfinished Schreiber kitchen units and all,
and your dog is sent to live with your parents? When you suddenly have to find a
flatmate, a way to pay the rent, a reason to keep going and maybe, ultimately a
new boyfriend? Sharp, funny and hugely entertaining, Carrie Sutton charts her life
in the year following the Big Break-Up. The bad dates the good friends the times
when you think you can't go on and the moment you realise you are finally OK on
your own. If you've experienced a Big Break-Up and need some cheering up, a bit
of friendly advice and a few practical tips - then this is the book for you! Reading
this book is like talking to your best friend over a large glass of wine. Uplifting,
truthful and wise; as a feel-good remedy, it does everything except order you a cab
home at the end of the evening! This title is published by Big Finish Productions,
Ltd. and is distributed worldwide by Untreed Reads.

Film, Drama and the Break-up of Britain
A sexy standalone novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Lauren
Blakely Read the book RT Book Reviews gave 4.5 stars: "It's impossible not to fall
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utterly in love with the humor and passion between her tempting, talented hero
and remarkably resilient heroine. New readers and longtime fans: Don't miss this
newest success." They say all's fair in love and music I say life would be a lot fairer
if I wasn't so wildly attracted to the man I'm spending all my days with, who's
decidedly off-limits. But then again, I can't technically complain—I have a Grammy,
a hit album, and a job most people would be envious of—I'm a rock star. What I
haven't had in years is a hot date. The dating drought isn't because I'm a single
mom. It's because I have a little itty-bitty issue with trust because of how my
marriage imploded. Matthew is determined to break down my walls, and it sure
doesn't hurt that he's British, witty, and far too tempting. He's also the toughest
music journalist out there, and he's interviewing me for an in-depth article. The
trouble is, I want to get in-depth with him, and the more time we spend together,
the more tempted we both are to cross lines that shouldn't be crossed. Previously
released as Far Too Tempting (October 2013), now updated for a new readership!

These Are The Breaks
A monograph analysing the symbolic role played by contemporary fiction in the
break-up of political and cultural consensus in British public life.

The Break-Up Album
More than 6 years after his death David Halberstam remains one of this country's
most respected journalists and revered authorities on American life and history in
the years since WWII. A Pulitzer Prize-winner for his ground-breaking reporting on
the Vietnam War, Halberstam wrote more than 20 books, almost all of them
bestsellers. His work has stood the test of time and has become the standard by
which all journalists measure themselves. The New York Times bestseller, now with
a new introduction! The Breaks of the Game focuses on one grim season (1979-80)
in the life of the Bill Walton-led Portland Trail Blazers, a team that only three years
before had been NBA champions. The tactile authenticity of Halberstam's
knowledge of the basketball world is unrivaled. Yet he is writing here about far
more than just basketball. This is a story about a place in our society where power,
money, and talent collide and sometimes corrupt, a place where both national
obsessions and naked greed are exposed. It's about the influence of big media, the
fans and the hype they subsist on, the clash of ethics, the terrible physical
demands of modern sports (from drugs to body size), the unreal salaries, the
conflicts of race and class, and the consequences of sport converted into mass
entertainment and athletes transformed into superstars--all presented in a way
that puts the reader in the room and on the court, and The Breaks of the Game in a
league of its own.

The autocrat of the break-fast table. 1895
Till the Break of Day
THE STORY: Amidst the chaos and horror of the worst office shooting in American
history, John Smith sees the face of God. His modern-day revelation creates a
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maelstrom of disbelief among everyone he knows. A newcomer to faith, John
urgently searche

The Break Line
Winner of the Amazon.ca First Novel Award and a finalist for the Rogers Writers’
Trust Fiction Prize and the Governor General’s Literary Award, The Break is a
stunning and heartbreaking debut novel about a multigenerational
Métis–Anishnaabe family dealing with the fallout of a shocking crime in Winnipeg’s
North End. When Stella, a young Métis mother, looks out her window one evening
and spots someone in trouble on the Break — a barren field on an isolated strip of
land outside her house — she calls the police to alert them to a possible crime. In a
series of shifting narratives, people who are connected, both directly and
indirectly, with the victim — police, family, and friends — tell their personal stories
leading up to that fateful night. Lou, a social worker, grapples with the departure of
her live-in boyfriend. Cheryl, an artist, mourns the premature death of her sister
Rain. Paulina, a single mother, struggles to trust her new partner. Phoenix, a
homeless teenager, is released from a youth detention centre. Officer Scott, a
Métis policeman, feels caught between two worlds as he patrols the city. Through
their various perspectives a larger, more comprehensive story about lives of the
residents in Winnipeg’s North End is exposed. A powerful intergenerational family
saga, The Break showcases Vermette’s abundant writing talent and positions her
as an exciting new voice in Canadian literature.

After the Break-Up
After Juan's best friend Jamie is faced with major family drama, they decide to skip
town until the situation cools down and go to Mexico in search of the perfect wave.
Joined by Jamie's sister Amber, the three of them embark on a road trip of a
lifetime. Filled with love, loss, and surfing, Jack Lopez delivers a story as intense as
catching the ultimate wave.

Fishes and the Break-up of Pangaea
British intelligence operative and hardened assassin, Max McLean, battles a
nightmarish enemy in this stunning debut thriller from an award winning war
correspondent. When it comes to killing terrorists British intelligence has always
had one man they could rely on, Max McLean. As an assassin, he's never missed,
but Max has made one miscalculation and now he has to pay the price. His
handlers send him to Sierra Leone on a seemingly one-way mission. What he finds
is a horror from beyond his nightmares. Rebel forces are loose in the jungle and
someone or something is slaughtering innocent villagers. It's his job to root out the
monster behind these abominations, but he soon discovers that London may
consider him the most disposable piece in this operation.

Postmodern Fiction and the Break-Up of Britain
Dino is a placid, unambitious man. Living in a small provincial town, he and his wife
spend their time planning journeys to faraway places - journeys they never take.
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Dino's only passion is billiards, and he spends his evenings in the local billiards hall
honing his technique. One day, however, Dino's quiet life is interrupted - his wife
falls pregnant. This the first in a series of events that shake him from his slumber
and force Dino to test himself for the first time. As in his widely praised Fists, Pietro
Grossi's stripped-down prose brings out the epic human drama in a tale of
everyday life.

The Break-Up Diaries:
The Break-Up Diaries:
Ê

The Break
Going through the articles you will see yourself in a lot of the advice that is offered.
This new sight into the world of relationships will leave both men and women with
the power to manage their relationships and to see that things are not as hopeless
as they might have thought in the past. As you read the articles you will gain tips
and perspectives that you can incorporate into your daily relationships and feel
that you are able to get a handle on a bad relationship and actually break free
from the chains that have been holding you down for so long. There may be that
one person out there that will be looking for help to get out of and over a bad
relationship. While this is not a replacement for qualified relationship adviser, but it
will come very close to giving you the needed help that you are seeking out for all
of your relationship needs. While things will seem to be at a dead end, there is
hope, these articles are designed to give the reader the knowledge that they need
to make the qualified decisions to get out of a relationship. Even when the
relationship is over, there is the drama that is associated with the suffering
through the break up. In the end the best advice is to remember that things will
get better.

Rewriting the Break Event
In the genre of humour, this is a book about a television station located in the
centre of Glasgow. Scottish Television Ltd. occupied an entire city block. It
consisted of three studios plus one tiny continuity studio. All the administration
offices were located there too. Sometimes it was a magical place to work. Other
times it could drive you up the wall. I left in 1973 to spend a year at Granada
Television. I never really settled in Manchester, and the opportunity of a floor
manager job brought me back to STV in 1974. I was there from 1968-1973 and
from 1974-2002. This book is written from the perspective of the factory floor, or
perhaps that should be "studio floor". There are no boardroom matters featured.
We're not interested in share prices or profit margins. The narrative never goes
higher than the second floor. I was usually present at the time the anecdotes
occurred. If I wasn't, then I knew and trusted someone who was.

The Break
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Two decades after her father shot down the cult-like leader of a separatist church,
Caitlin Strong is challenged to stop the man's son, the head of a militia movement
who has amassed enough guns and money to wage a second civil war.

The Break
This book engages with ideas that are highly topical and relevant: nationalism,
nationhood and national identity as well as the relationship of these to
postcolonialism. However, it does so within the broad field of drama. Examining the
debates around the relationship between culture and national identity, the book
documents the contributions of actual dramatists and film-makers to the
chronicling of an important historical moment. The book breaks down what have
been traditional barriers between theatre, film and television studies, considering
the very broad range of ways in which the creators of dramatic fictions are telling
us stories about ourselves at a time when the idea of being 'British' is increasingly
problematic. Much has been written on the 'break up' of Britain, but there has been
very little to-date about the impact that this is having on drama in the thetre, on
television and on film. A very wide range of material is discussed in the book,
ranging from box office hits such as "The Full Monty" to community based theatre
in Scotland and Wales.

The Break
Despite the fact that Russian Mennonites began arriving in Canada en masse in the
1870s, Mennonite Canadian literature has been marked by a compulsive retelling
of the mass migration of some 20,000 Russian Mennonites to Canada following the
collapse of the “Mennonite Commonwealth” in the 1920s. This privileging of a
seminal dispersal within the community’s broader history reveals the ways in
which the 1920s narrative has come to function as an origin story, or “break
event,” for the Russian Mennonites in Canada, serving to affirm a communal
identity across national and generational boundaries. Drawing on recent work in
diaspora studies, Rewriting the Break Event offers a historicization of Mennonite
literary studies in Canada, followed by close readings of five novels that rewrite the
Mennonite break event through specific strains of emphasis, including a religious
narrative, ethnic narrative, trauma narrative, and meta-narrative. The result is
thoughtful and engaging exploration of the shifting contours of Mennonite
collective identity, and an exciting new methodology that promises to resituate the
discourse of migrant writing in Canada.

Strong at the Break
Time is marching on and a new light is arising The Queen of Algernon faces her
toughest challenge yet, when an unknown enemy from the past comes seeking
vengeance. Decisions the Queen has made come back to haunt her, as a certain
Denzelian sorceress casts a Dark Dream over everyone. What is Queen Alice
willing to give to save those she loves? Enter a new source of light. The Princess of
Algernon is learning that not all adventures are fun and nothing in her life is simple
anymore. If she is to survive, she must find and use her own mystic powers-not
rely on those of her mother. Teamed up with the Princess is a half-fairy lad, an
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aspiring bard and a young shepherd with a dark past. But in this world of complex
motives and emotions, can they fight off their own demons within? Before his
shattering in a battle nearly 15 years earlier, the demon, Ralston Radburn, once
said that evil cannot die because of the darkness in everyone's hearts. Could he
possibly be right? Everyone is about to find out.

The Break
Osher Gunsberg, one of Australia's most loved celebrities, opens up in a powerful,
dark, funny and heartwrenching memoir about life, love and living with mental
illness. It's hard to remember a time when Osher Gunsberg (or Andrew G as he was
then) wasn't on TV - he's just always been there, looking at ease in the spotlight,
beaming a big smile, with a questionable haircut. He was there hanging out with
The Offspring backstage at the Warped Tour on Channel V; announcing to a
national audience of three million people that Guy Sebastian was our first
Australian Idol; and later capturing the heart of the nation by hosting every season
of The Bachelor, The Bachelorette and now Bachelor in Paradise. But while
everything looks great from the outside, the real picture has not always been quite
so rosy. Osher has always known he's different to most people. Struggling with
anxiety, panic attacks and weight issues since he was young, he tried for years to
drink away the anxiety and depression. He ended up unemployed, divorced,
suicidal and certifiable on the other side of the world, yet somehow he managed to
put the broken pieces of his mind back together and make a life for himself again.
He lives with a mental illness - and he's come to terms with it to live an authentic,
rich and fulfilling life. A revealing, raw, funny and heartfelt memoir from one of
Australia's most well-known and well-liked celebrities.

The Middle Period of European History, from the Break-up of
the Roman Empire to the Opening of the Eighteenth Century
In the Break
The Break explodes into the gangland world of 90s Soho, by snooker world
champion and national superstar, Ronnie O'Sullivan. It’s 1997 and Cool Britannia’s
in full swing. Oasis and Blur are top of the pops and it feels like the whole country’s
sorted out for E’s and wizz. But it’s not just UK plc that’s on a high. Life’s looking up
for Frankie James too. He’s paid off his debts to London’s fiercest gang lord,
Tommy Riley. His Soho Open snooker tournament is about to kick off at his club.
The future looks bright. But then Frankie finds himself being blackmailed by a face
from his past. They want him to steal something worth millions. It's enough to get
him killed. Or banged up for life if he says no. Frankie’s going to need every ounce
of luck and guile that he’s got if he’s going to pull off the heist of the century and
get out of this in one piece. The Break is the third, fast-paced Soho Nights thriller,
by snooker champion Ronnie O’Sullivan.

Reach Beyond the Break and Hold On!.
Some sixteen-year-olds babysit for extra cash. Some work at the mall. Becca
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Williamson breaks up couples. Becca knows from experience the damage that love
can do. After all, it was so-called love that turned Huxley from her childhood best
friend into a social-world dictator, and love that left Becca's older sister devastated
at the altar. Instead of sitting on the sidelines, Becca strikes back—for just one
hundred dollars via PayPal, she will trick and manipulate any couple's relationship
into smithereens. And with relationship zombies overrunning her school and
treating single girls as if they're second-class citizens, business is unfortunately
booming. Even Becca's best friend, Val, has resorted to outright lies to snag a
boyfriend. One night, Becca receives a mysterious offer to break up the most
popular couple in school: Huxley and the football team's star player, Steve. To
succeed, she'll have to plan her most elaborate scheme to date—starting rumors,
sabotaging cell phones, breaking into cars…not to mention sneaking back into
Huxley's good graces. All while fending off the inappropriate feelings she may or
may not be having for Val's new boyfriend. No one said being the Break-Up Artist
would be easy.

The Break Guide - Male Editon
The holidays are coming, and this year there's more in the air than gifts and bling
'cause these relationships are hitting bumps. So get ready for two stories that dish
on what it means to forgive, forget, and move on. . . So Over It Nikki Carter It may
be winter, but there's nothing colder than getting dumped on Facebook! That's
exactly how Zoey discovers her boyfriend, Mario, is now with Dorie, the most
popular girl in school—or so he thinks. ‘Cause Dorie has other plans. And when
Mario comes crawling back into Zoey's forgiving arms, her BFFs decide it's time to
prove he's a dog, and show Zoey that she deserves better. . . Swag Kevin Elliott
Zori Neal is torn between two very different guys: DeMarco, a cool thug from the
'hood whose swagger excites her, and Jay, a smart, cool athlete from a good
family. All Zori knows is that she's looking for fun, not a husband. So she decides to
date both guys. But when DeMarco gets in some very serious trouble with the law,
Zori realizes there's a price to pay for swagger—and her choices matter a lot more
than she thought. . .
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